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Topics for 2018-2019

Kotlin 101
• presented by Barry Burd
• September 2018

Java Database Access with MongoDB
• presented by Mike Redlich
• Fall 2018 (tentative October)

AxonIQ or Jakarta EE
• Reza Rahman
• Fall 2018 (tentative November)

Google Cloud
• presented by Ray Tsang
• Mike to contact Ray (via DM on Twitter)

MongoDB
• presented by Shannon Bradshaw
• Barry to contact Shannon

Automated Testing with Selenium Cucumber & JIRA
• presented by Mike Zalewski
• date to be determined

Containers 101
• presented by Chandra
• Mike to contact Chandra

NodeJS
• presented by a Drew student
• Barry to contact student

Microservices 101
• presented by Lightbend (via webinar) or Mike Redlich

Java 8 Streams by Puzzle
Java for AWS Lambda Functions
• presented by Jeanne Boyarsky
• Mike to contact Jeanne

Blockchain Technologies
• Mike Schwartz
• Bettina Warburg
• check Blockchain conference in NYC, August 2018 for other potential speakers

Game Development
• Architecture
• Rendering
• speaker to be determined